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Executive summary

This report aims to inform the vital work of the Transitional Committee established by COP27 to operationalise new funding arrangements and a fund to address loss and damage. It draws on decades of experience of the international humanitarian sector in funding and responding to the human consequences of extreme weather events. While there are significant differences between humanitarian action and activities to address loss and damage, as well as differences in the underlying rationale for humanitarian and climate funding, there are some important areas of overlap.

This paper does not aim to answer all questions before the Transitional Committee, but rather presents evidenced lessons from international humanitarian action, and makes the following recommendations to the Committee:

1. **Humanitarian funding is insufficient to address rising loss and damage; new and additional funding is required.**

While there are existing funding arrangements for the humanitarian sector, there are major gaps in international humanitarian funding: UN–coordinated appeals are, on average, only 60% funded. Humanitarian funding cannot be relied upon to address losses and damages. Rather, new and additional sources of funding are required to meet existing shortfalls in response funding; to address important gaps in areas such as preparedness, resilience, and reconstruction; and to address the significant areas under loss and damage where humanitarians do not work, including slow-onset events and cultural and environmental loss and damage. Simple relabelling of humanitarian funding as loss and damage funding by donors/contributors cannot be the solution – new sources of funding must be found.

2. **New and additional funding must be predictable, adequate, and prioritised.**

Humanitarian funding is discretionary with only a few donors providing most of the funding, leading to limitations in its ability to be sustainable, predictable, widely accessible, and adequate. New loss and damage funding must have a different basis than humanitarian funding, otherwise it will face the same funding challenges. Loss and damage finance should be based on UNFCCC principles of common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capacities, and one option would be to base it on obligatory assessed contributions. Further, there is no agreed-upon process to prioritise where humanitarian funding is channelled so funding is uneven; the loss and damage fund should take a coherent and transparent approach and be designed around clear criteria to allow the prioritisation of scarce resources, allowing tracking of the finance provided to ensure transparency and accountability under the UNFCCC and Paris Agreement.

3. **Loss and damage funding should be designed for speed.**

Getting funding swiftly to those in need is critical to reducing suffering and long–term impacts, but it is not straightforward. The international humanitarian sector has developed a range of practices over many years to support a swift response that the Transitional Committee should consider. These include: specific funding mechanisms (such as existing pooled funds); systems and processes (such as surge personnel and the humanitarian clusters); and approaches (such as cash and anticipatory action) to ensure funding is delivered to those in need in as timely a way as possible.
4. There is a need to address delivery challenges associated with highly fragile and conflict-affected states.

Highly fragile and conflict-affected states have limited capacity to address loss and damage without external assistance, and struggle to access existing climate funding mechanisms. These states – and the affected communities within them – are effectively marginalised because they are ‘too difficult’ to support. **Mechanisms should be developed to ensure that loss and damage funding can be operationalised in highly fragile and conflict-affected states.** Humanitarian experience in financing activities in these states points to the importance of designing funding approaches that are, *inter alia*, tolerant of risk, open to a variety of actors beyond a single government ministry or body, and aware of the dangers of increasing conflict. Given the complexity of these issues, the Transitional Committee may wish to institute a specific taskforce or workstream to consider how funds can best be accessed in particularly fragile and conflict-affected contexts.

5. A locally-led approach is essential for ensuring action and support benefits last-mile communities.

Humanitarian experience underlines the importance of making funding accessible to local actors – both civil society organisations and local government – if it is to be based on real needs and reach last-mile communities. The fund should be designed to be accessible to these organisations, potentially through adopting the Principles for Locally Led Adaptation. **In fragile and conflict-affected contexts, this needs to be done carefully, in ways that genuinely support local organisations, and do not just transfer risk.** The fund should also consider how to legally facilitate financial transfers to areas affected by counter-terror legislation.

6. Loss and damage funding should be available where climate, fragility, migration, conflict, and other shocks interact.

In many parts of the world, there is a complex interplay between climate change, conflict, fragility, economic shocks, and displacement. Thus, funding should not be restricted to situations where climate change is the only factor driving loss and damage, but **funding should be possible in situations where climate change has made a significant contribution to loss and damage.** The recognition that the Transitional Committee is mandated to consider funding for loss and damage ‘associated’ with climate change seems particularly important in this respect.

7. Flexible funding with limited restrictions responds best to broad and interconnected needs.

Humanitarian experience demonstrates that tightly restricting funding to certain types of action or to specific time frames can be counter–productive. The loss and damage fund should be designed to focus on specific agreed outcomes, rather than on particular types of programmes. This suggests that specific aspects of loss and damage – such as slow-onset events, non–economic loss and damage, or migration – should not be funded in isolation because they are intricately connected to other aspects. **Creating narrow funding windows for different types of loss and damage action will reduce efficiency and will mean that the needs of disaster–affected communities will not be fully met.** Instead, a flexible, long–term approach to funding should be developed.

8. A coherent, coordinated, cross–cutting approach is needed at all levels.

Loss and damage funding, like humanitarian funding, does not exist in a vacuum. **An effective approach to loss and damage will require the fund and funding arrangements to coordinate effectively with other areas of international cooperation** such as disaster risk management, climate mitigation and adaptation, development, humanitarian, and peace. Humanitarian experience suggests that coordination, coherence, and synergy require attention
and resources and should be ‘designed in’ to loss and damage funding arrangements from the outset. The design of the fund’s structure and processes should seek to ensure complementary action at all levels – contributor, fund, and recipient. It should also ensure that actions are well-coordinated with other activities at the country level (particularly in developing common outcomes and conducting common assessments); and that coordination activities extend beyond the capital to ensure that operational actors are involved.

1. Introduction

The decision at COP27 to establish new funding arrangements and a fund to address loss and damage is the beginning of a vital process to address a critical gap in climate finance. The Transitional Committee, tasked with making recommendations on how to operationalise the new fund and funding arrangements, will have to address a number of complex and challenging questions. How, for example, can funding be accessed as rapidly as possible in the wake of sudden onset events? Who should have access to funding and how can this be delivered? How can the fund most effectively coordinate with and complement existing international funding arrangements?

In addressing these questions, the decision text invites the Transitional Committee to be informed by the ‘current landscape of institutions… that are funding activities related to loss and damage’ and consider ‘ways in which coherence, coordination, and synergies among them can be enhanced’.

This paper is a contribution to that discussion, outlining the experience and lessons learned by one part of this landscape of institutions: the international humanitarian sector. Humanitarian actors have decades of practice in funding and responding to the human consequences of extreme weather events. Over this time, they have had the opportunity to evaluate mechanisms and activities and to learn from both failure and success.

This paper outlines key elements of this learning that can usefully inform the work of the Transitional Committee. It addresses the question: ‘What can we learn from the concept, practice, experience, and funding of international humanitarian action in order to set up effective funding to address loss and damage?’

The paper does not aim to answer all questions before the Committee, nor advocate for any specific relationship between existing humanitarian structures and loss and damage funding. Rather, it aims to contribute to the design of the fund and funding mechanisms by presenting evidenced lessons and recommendations related to the questions of speed, eligibility, adequacy, access to finance, and coordination that are currently before the Committee.

The paper first provides a brief overview of international humanitarian action and how it relates to activities that might fall within the scope of loss and damage, and then addresses eight key areas where humanitarian experience can inform the work of the Transitional Committee.

**NOTE ON SCOPE FOR THIS PAPER**

This paper focuses on internationally–funded humanitarian action but recognises that this forms only a limited part of the support and assistance that people receive after emergencies.
People in crises receive significant assistance from neighbours (who are generally the ‘first responders’), community organisations, local businesses, and of course their government; this support can be very substantial,\(^1\) and is based on many other sources of finance, including taxation, charitable donations, savings, and remittances.\(^2\) Debt – both personal and sovereign – is a key method of funding recovery and reconstruction, and this can have serious long–term impacts.

Further, the paper recognises that international humanitarian funding is often only a limited proportion of the total funding received from international sources. One study, for example, showed that across nine responses to natural hazards, only 26% of the funding received in the first 18 months after the crisis was from humanitarian sources.\(^3\) Figure 1 below shows the key institutions providing international funding; it also demonstrates how much of the funding was loans, thus contributing to an increase in sovereign debt.

**Figure 1: Key sources of international crisis funding for nine disasters from natural hazards**

Source: Crossley et al. (2018). This data comes from nine specific natural hazards, considering funding committed in the first 18 months after the crisis.
2. Fundamentals of humanitarian action

The scope of humanitarian action covers a spectrum of disaster management activities, from programmes to reduce risk and build resilience in anticipation of disasters, through the provision of relief assistance during and after disasters, to immediate reconstruction work in the aftermath of the disaster. In practice, however, the great majority of international activities and funding relate to the provision of goods and services in the aftermath of crises and disasters. Despite consistent advocacy efforts towards donors, only a small proportion of humanitarian funding goes to pre–crisis activities such as disaster risk reduction, resilience–building, and preparedness, which remain an important gap.

These predominantly ‘short term’ forms of post–disaster assistance are often provided for many years, particularly where people have been displaced. This is partly a result of a lack of development actors in many humanitarian contexts who can ‘take over’ once the immediate crisis has passed. It is also a result of the restrictions on humanitarian funding mentioned above, which prevent funds being used for longer–term reconstruction.

There are strong principles that guide humanitarian action – principles of humanity, neutrality, impartiality, and independence. These principles dictate that assistance is provided on the basis of need alone, giving priority to the most urgent cases of distress, irrespective of cause. In this respect humanitarian action differs from action related to loss and damage, which is also defined by the cause of the need (climate change).

Under UN General Assembly Resolution 46/182, international support to humanitarian action is complementary to the activities of the state. States have both the responsibility for, and the primary role in, initiating, coordinating, and implementing humanitarian assistance to victims of disasters from weather–related hazards and other emergencies. International humanitarian actors, working with the consent of the state, become involved where the ‘magnitude and duration’ of the emergency is ‘beyond the response capacity’ of the state to address without support.

International humanitarian assistance provided in response to weather–related hazards constitutes a significant portion of humanitarian action. On average, around two–thirds of UN humanitarian appeals in any given year since 2000 have been related to extreme weather events (typically drought, flooding, or tropical storms). International humanitarian assistance is provided to a wide range of states that are particularly vulnerable to weather–related hazards and on the frontline of climate change, including SIDS, LDCs and others.

Most international humanitarian activity occurs in conflict–affected states, or in states hosting refugee populations. Around 80% of international funding goes to these contexts. In these contexts, humanitarian action addresses the consequences of both conflict and climate. As noted above, international humanitarian activity also occurs in non–conflict affected states, and here it is largely directed towards the consequences of extreme weather events.

Funding for international humanitarian assistance is discretionary. It takes the form of grants, predominantly from public donors who are members of the OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC). In 2021, the three largest donors provided 59% of public international humanitarian assistance. Most humanitarian funding is decentralised, with no single global mechanism for prioritising need between different emergencies. Donors generally apply their own criteria to allocate funding to specific emergencies (on the basis of appeals by the UN, the Red Cross, or other operational actors), or to provide core funding to humanitarian agencies. Donors can also fund centralised facilities (such as the UN’s Central Emergency Response Fund, the International Federation of Red Cross Red Crescent Societies (IFRC)
Disaster Response Emergency Fund (DREF), or the NGO Start Fund) which provide rapid funding at the onset of emergencies or make up shortfalls in situations which fail to attract sufficient donor assistance. However, the funding allocated through these mechanisms is a relatively small part of overall humanitarian funding.\(^\text{13}\)

The majority of international humanitarian funding goes to UN agencies (60%) and international NGOs (nearly 20%).\(^\text{14}\) Much less goes to the governments of affected states or to NGOs, National Red Cross or Red Crescent Societies, or other civil society organisations headquartered in disaster–affected states.\(^\text{15}\) Commitments to increase the amount of funding going to ‘local’ actors made as part of the 2016 humanitarian ‘Grand Bargain’ between donors and operational actors have not yet been realised.\(^\text{16}\)

3. How does international humanitarian action relate to loss and damage?

In terms of funding, the basis for humanitarian funding is fundamentally different from climate finance. International humanitarian funding is discretionary and is based on principles of solidarity, rather than on the principles of common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities.

In terms of areas of action, there are important areas of overlap between international humanitarian assistance and activities aimed at addressing loss and damage resulting from climate change. Where international humanitarian activities relate to disasters triggered by weather events associated with climate change (climate change–related droughts or flooding, for example) they can be seen as one element of addressing loss and damage. Similarly, where humanitarians engage in prevention or preparedness activities related to hazards that are more likely to occur as a result of climate change (by supporting cyclone early warning systems or community–based preparedness activities, for example), these activities can be understood as activities that aim to minimize loss and damage.

Nevertheless, international humanitarian assistance activities only cover a small part of what would be required to provide a ‘balanced and comprehensive approach to loss and damage’.\(^\text{17}\)

With respect to the types of losses and damages addressed, international humanitarian actors tend only to work on a limited and specific set of activities:

- For economic loss and damage, international humanitarian activities generally focus on the losses of the most marginalised or vulnerable people (those whose economic losses will lead to extreme poverty or destitution) at the household or community level,\(^\text{18}\) rather than the macro–economic impact of the disaster, or economic losses sustained by larger agricultural producers, or manufacturers, for example. As such, humanitarian action covers only a small proportion of economic losses.

- For non–economic loss and damage, international humanitarian activities focus predominantly on preventing individual losses of life; short term impacts on health (including mental health); displacement; and the repair or construction of communal assets for sanitation, healthcare, and education. Humanitarian attention to cultural or environmental losses and damages tends to be minimal, although some activities, such as support to education, community groups (and particularly women’s groups), and the provision of psychosocial support may assist people to address cultural losses and damages.
With respect to the **drivers of loss and damage**, international humanitarian activities are generally in response to **rapid–onset events** (including droughts).\(^\text{19}\) Humanitarian action does not directly address slow–onset losses and damages such as those caused by sea level rise and salinisation (although it may make an indirect contribution to addressing these elements in highly fragile and conflict–affected states, where slow–onset loss and damage has contributed to displacement or made people more vulnerable to humanitarian need).

With respect to **operational contexts**, international humanitarian actors tend to respond – and are most experienced in responding – in **highly fragile and conflict–affected states**, where they address both conflict– and natural hazard–related crises. Where international humanitarian actors respond to crises related to natural hazards in other contexts, their responses tend to be only for the largest disasters. Because of the limited nature of humanitarian response, these responses only meet a very small proportion of overall needs in relation to loss and damage.\(^\text{20}\)

With respect to the **types of activity undertaken**, the scope of humanitarian action can cover a spectrum of disaster management activities, from programmes to reduce risk and build resilience in anticipation of disasters, through the provision of relief assistance during and after disasters, to immediate reconstruction work in the aftermath of the disaster.\(^\text{21}\) In practice, however, the **great majority of international activities and funding** – perhaps as much as 90% – **relate to the provision of goods and services in the aftermath of crises and disasters**.\(^\text{22}\) Only a small proportion of humanitarian funding goes to pre–crisis activities such as disaster risk reduction, resilience–building, and preparedness, which remain an important gap.\(^\text{23}\) Similarly, humanitarians only make limited contributions to reconstruction after disaster and to relocation activities. Humanitarians do not play a role in the provision of compensation, processes of memorial or remembrance, or other activities associated with loss and damage.\(^\text{24}\)

Humanitarian actors have advocated consistently for an increased focus on disaster risk reduction, preparedness, and resilience–building. While there have been many successful programmes in these areas, overall progress has been hampered by a disinclination on the part of many donors to prioritise these activities and – in some contexts – by a lack of government or other development partners with whom humanitarians can work.\(^\text{25}\) With respect to post–disaster recovery and reconstruction, humanitarians have also been constrained by a lack of donor funding and by the fact that humanitarian funding is typically delivered in annual cycles, which do not allow for longer–term recovery programming. As a result, surveys of affected people show that their recovery needs very often go unmet.\(^\text{26}\)

In summary, international humanitarian actors have particular experience and expertise in addressing some specific elements of loss and damage – see Figure 2.
It is important to note, also, that much humanitarian assistance is for activities that do not address the loss and damage associated with climate change. Humanitarian financing is also spent on responding to natural hazards that are unrelated to climate change (such as earthquakes) and on responding to the consequences of conflict.

4. Lessons from international humanitarian action for the development of a loss and damage fund and funding arrangements

The previous section briefly outlined how humanitarian action does – and does not – intersect with actions related to loss and damage. In this section, we consider eight areas where humanitarian experience may be particularly relevant to the task of the Transitional Committee.
4.1 Addressing the existing humanitarian funding gap

**Key issue for loss and damage:** The COP27 decision recognises the ‘urgent and immediate need for new, additional, predictable, and adequate financial resources’. Communities least responsible for climate change cannot be expected to shoulder the burden of costs but must be provided with the resources needed. While there is no agreement yet on the amount of money required to address loss and damage, the need is already considerable and is rising because of a lack of sufficient progress on climate change mitigation and adaptation.\(^{27}\)

**Lessons from humanitarian action:** Humanitarian action is already seeing an increase in the proportion of humanitarian action related to extreme weather: between 2000–2010, the proportion of UN–coordinated appeals in which extreme weather was a major factor averaged 26% in any given year. In the period 2011–2021, this figure had increased to 37%.\(^{28}\) Similarly, the IFRC’s DREF is providing more funding to extreme weather events – an increase of 15% from the period 2009–2015 to the period 2016–2021.\(^{29}\)

In addition to the immediate disaster–related impacts of climate change that will drive these needs, the increasingly precarious livelihoods and decreased health status associated with climate change can be expected to make people more vulnerable to crises when they do occur,\(^{30}\) and so to increase the levels of assistance required. Further, the increasing frequency and severity of impacts means that people are not able to recover from the impact of the last disaster before they are facing the next. In the absence of full recovery of everything that has been lost, a vicious cycle is created, which is unfairly falling on those least responsible for causing climate change.

International humanitarian assistance is generally effective at saving lives in the acute phase of emergencies,\(^{31}\) and in most cases the assistance provided is seen as being relevant by people affected by the emergency, particularly in the earliest, acute phase of the response.\(^{32}\) However, humanitarian appeals are significantly and consistently under–funded so international humanitarian action has never met all the needs.\(^{33}\) For the past decade, funding across all crises met on average only 60% of assessed priorities (see Figure 3).\(^{34}\)

It is thus absolutely clear that humanitarian action is not providing all the support that people need to survive disasters, let alone recover and rebuild in a more resilient way, and these gaps must be met by new and additional funding for loss and damage.

Further, funding for pre–existing humanitarian needs decreased significantly in 2020 as funds were diverted to meet the new burden of COVID–19.\(^{35}\) This approach – diverting and re–labelling existing humanitarian budgets – should not be used to meet the costs associated with loss and damage.

**Key takeaways for the Transitional Committee:** While there are existing funding arrangements for the humanitarian sector, there remain major gaps: the system is underfunded and overstretched and is not able to provide reliable finance that meets current humanitarian needs, far less address the increased needs that can be expected as a result of loss and damage associated with the adverse effects of climate change. Simple relabelling of humanitarian funding as loss and damage funding by donors/contributors cannot be the solution – new sources of funding must be found.
4.2 Ensuring new and additional funding that is predictable, adequate, and prioritised

**Key issue for loss and damage:** Loss and damage funding must be sustainable, predictable, accessible and adequate, based on agreed UNFCCC principles of common but differentiated responsibility and respective capabilities, and allocated according to need.

**Lessons from humanitarian action:** International humanitarian funding is entirely discretionary and is provided according to the wishes of the donor. It differs from climate finance in not being based on principles of responsibility. This means that:

- **Funding sources are limited,** as not all developed countries choose to provide significant humanitarian funding. In 2021, 59% of public contributions for humanitarian action were made by just three countries.

- Humanitarian donors retain a **very high level of control over how funds are spent.** There is no single global mechanism for prioritising need and allocating funding between different emergencies. Instead, donors apply their own criteria to allocate funding to specific humanitarian agencies and/or to specific emergencies (on the basis of appeals by the UN, the Red Cross or other operational actors). This approach leads to disparities in funding from one disaster to another that are not necessarily related to the scale or intensity of needs.

A largely decentralised and uncoordinated approach to funding also leads to **competition** between agencies and **high process costs** for humanitarian agencies, who will often report to multiple donors in the same country. There have recently been attempts to create a common
donor reporting format for the humanitarian sector to decrease these process costs. However, while a common format exists, donors have been slow to take it up.

Donors can also fund centralised facilities (such as the UN’s CERF, the IFRC DREF, or the NGO Start Fund) which provide rapid funding at the onset of emergencies or make up shortfalls in situations which fail to attract sufficient donor assistance. However, the funding allocated through these mechanisms is a relatively small part of overall humanitarian funding.41

**Key takeaways for the Transitional Committee:** The fact that humanitarian funding is discretionary and largely donor-driven creates problems that the Transitional Committee should avoid. One option would be to base loss and damage finance on obligatory assessed contributions, incorporating UNFCCC principles of common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capacities. Further, the fund and mechanisms should be designed in such a way as to allow for a coherent and transparent approach to deciding where funds are spent and adjudicating between competing and changing priorities. The design of the fund should also ensure that reporting on expenditures is aligned to the degree possible around a common or interchangeable format across the spectrum of wider funding arrangements related to loss and damage, to reduce costs and facilitate effective reporting.

### 4.3 Designing for speed

**Key issue for loss and damage:** Any support to people suffering loss and damage in rapid-onset emergencies needs to be fast if it is to be effective.42 Delays in the provision of effective support can lead to escalating and compounding needs.

**Lessons from humanitarian action:** Humanitarian financing tends to be much faster than other forms of funding in response to crises — for example, from 2010–2019, it took the World Bank’s Crisis Response Window around one year between the beginning of the crisis and the very first dollar to flow;43 for the GCF, the median time from project review to first disbursement in 2021 was 12 months.44 In contrast, one study of humanitarian funding across a number of weather-related disasters found that 60% of humanitarian funding was committed within two months, with most of the rest coming in the following four months.45

Nonetheless, humanitarians have struggled with ensuring that funding is rapid enough,46 knowing that delays in humanitarian response have an unequivocal human cost. If responders do not have sufficient funds in the emergency phase, they have to reduce the assistance provided to below international standards (for example, cutting food rations) and reduce the number of people who receive assistance, leaving many others in need. These are the hard choices that humanitarian organisations frequently have to make. Such delays increase suffering and lead to negative coping strategies, often with critical impacts on women and girls, and also push people into debt.47

The majority of international humanitarian funding relies on institutional donors who make decisions once an emergency situation has occurred – very little is agreed in advance – which inevitably leads to delays. To counteract this, the sector has developed a number of approaches that have proved successful in speeding up the delivery of life-saving activities. These include:

- **Pooled funds.** Pooled funds operating at the international and national levels have proved an extremely effective mechanism for the rapid disbursement of funding. For example, for UN OCHA’s Central Emergency Response Fund, the average length between submitting a funding application and disbursement is 12.1 working days48 and action often begins within a few days. Other pooled funding mechanisms – such as the IFRC DREF, NGO Start Fund and
country–based pooled funds – also respond quickly. Although the amounts are small, DREF funds are available within 12–24 hours from receipt of request.

• **Systems and processes.** Responding swiftly in complex situations and to evolving and compound needs is a significant challenge. A range of different systems have been developed to support an effective and rapid response. These include: surge personnel on standby; emergency leadership and governance (including the cluster system, which clarifies the division of labour among aid organisations and provides clear leadership and accountability in the 11 main areas of humanitarian response49); preparedness and contingency planning approaches (such as Inter–Agency Emergency Response Preparedness); and early warning (such as FEWSNET and the El Niño alert system). This experience and expertise, built up over many years, can support an effective, timely response.

• **Anticipatory action.** While early warning systems (particularly for drought–related food insecurity) have been available to humanitarian actors for many years, they have an inconsistent record in leading to timely action.50 Recent work on ‘anticipatory action’, which links pre–agreed funding to pre–agreed activities (often initiated by triggers from early warning systems), has the potential to greatly increase the speed of response in many situations. This is a work in progress: methods are still under development, ensuring government ownership of these approaches remains important, and approaches have not yet been taken to scale.51

• **The use of cash,** rather than commodity, assistance. Cash has generally been faster to supply than commodities and the increased use of cash as a humanitarian response modality (in situations where markets are functioning and the use of cash is appropriate) has increased the speed of response and the agency of recipients.52

It is also important to note that swift funding is most effective where investments have been made into preparedness and capacities to act and absorb such funding.

**Key takeaways for the Transitional Committee:** Getting funding swiftly to those in need is not straightforward. Specific funding mechanisms (such as existing pooled funds), systems and processes (such as surge personnel and the cluster system), and particular approaches (such as cash where appropriate and anticipatory action) may offer avenues to ensure that funding is as timely as possible.

### 4.4 Addressing delivery challenges associated with highly fragile and conflict–affected states

**Key issue for loss and damage:** Highly fragile and conflict–affected states face disproportionate levels of risk with relation to loss and damage53 and thus need to be able to access loss and damage funding. This requires mechanisms which are adapted to the specific circumstances of these states.

**Lessons from humanitarian action:** Many of the citizens of states that are highly fragile or conflict–affected are particularly vulnerable to climate impacts as a result of decreased access to services and the difficulties of earning a living or building up reserves, even in ‘good’ years.54 Moreover, the governments of these states often lack the tax base to fund adaptation (leading to loss and damage that might otherwise have been avoided) and in conflict–affected states, the government may not have physical access to areas that are exposed to loss and damage.55

Despite these specific and heightened vulnerabilities, fragile and conflict–affected states receive very little climate finance.56 Indeed, over the last decade, analysis has found that the more fragile a country was, the less climate finance it received from bilateral funders and multilateral climate funds: extremely fragile states averaged US$2.10 per person in adaptation financing
compared to US$161.70 per person for not–fragile states. This is a result of the design of existing climate financing mechanisms. In particular, requirements for highly elaborated programme designs that can be initiated as soon as financing is made available are beyond the capacities of many highly fragile and conflict–affected states, while approaches to assessing the risk (and in some cases return) of finance developed for stable contexts effectively exclude countries experiencing insecurity and conflict.

Humanitarian actors are experienced in working in and with highly fragile and conflict–affected states: this is where the majority (around 80%) of international humanitarian activity takes place. As such, experience points to the importance of funding approaches that are designed with the realities of these states in mind. This requires, at a minimum:

- a careful consideration of acceptable risk;
- measures to mitigate the potential of funding to aggravate existing tensions and conflict;
- accommodation in processes for proposal design to allow for the provision of funding and technical expertise to support the development of proposals;
- the ability of a variety of government structures, including local government, to access funding;
- enhanced access to funding for local civil society organisations or international actors in situations where the state is unable or unwilling to apply for or disburse funding.

**Key takeaways for the Transitional Committee:** Given the vulnerability of highly fragile and conflict–affected states to loss and damage, their limited capacity to address this loss and damage without external assistance, and the limited success of existing climate finance mechanisms in reaching them to date, these states – and the affected communities in them – cannot be an afterthought, or considered ‘too difficult’ in any design process. Humanitarian experience in financing activities in these states points to the importance of designing funding approaches that are, inter alia, tolerant of risk, open to a variety of actors beyond a single government ministry or body, and aware of the dangers of increasing conflict. Given the complexity of these issues, the Transitional Committee may wish to institute a specific taskforce or workstream to consider how funds can best be accessed in conflict–affected contexts.

### 4.5 Ensuring a locally–led approach

**Key issue for loss and damage:** Empowering local stakeholders to lead in addressing loss and damage – including programme design, funding decisions, and implementation – gives communities on the frontline of climate impacts a voice in decisions that directly affect their lives and livelihoods and has been identified as an important element of the design of any loss and damage fund.

**Lessons from humanitarian action:** The majority of international humanitarian funding goes to UN agencies (60%) and international NGOs (nearly 20%). Much less goes to the governments of affected states or to NGOs, National Red Cross or Red Crescent Societies, or other civil society organisations headquartered in disaster–affected states.

At the same time, local organisations – including local government authorities, national and local NGOs, National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, community based and faith–based organisations – play a vital role in humanitarian response. These organisations are there before, during, and after a crisis, and may be the only ones present when international actors – and sometimes central government actors – struggle to gain access. Critically, local organisations are often made up of people from the local community and may be better placed
to understand what communities want and need so that assistance meets their needs. This has been a challenge for both humanitarian action and climate adaptation work.67

Civil society organisations such as national and local NGOs and community organisations can be particularly important in fragile and conflict–affected states, as they often provide essential services in sectors where the state does not have capacity, or in areas which the state is unable to reach.68

In terms of ensuring an effective local response, experience shows that where there has been investment in the institutional and operational capacities of local actors, these organisations have also been able to deliver more quickly and effectively.69

The international humanitarian sector has been working for some time to strengthen the role that civil society plays in humanitarian response through the ‘localisation agenda’70 and to provide finances ‘as directly as possible’ from donors to local actors and civil society in crisis–affected areas. However, there has been very little progress on the direct provision of funding by public donors to national or sub–national organisations.71 This lack of movement demonstrates important constraints to direct funding, including:

- the degree to which donors are prepared to make direct funding available to local organisations;72
- the process costs to donors inherent in making relatively small grants;73 and
- the challenges that local organisations face in meeting due diligence requirements.74

While there has been some success in approaches such as making local NGOs the ‘prime’ organisation in consortium funding bids75 – a mechanism that the fund could encourage – major donors suggest that ‘it will take some years to find a feasible alternative to large bulk contributions to international agencies.’76 Another successful approach to direct finance to local actors in a wide variety of contexts has been through country–based pooled funds (CBPFs); in 2021, 35% of funding through the UN’s CBPFs was allocated to national and local organisations.77,78

In humanitarian contexts, most international funding to civil society organisations takes the form of ‘pass–through’ funding via international intermediaries.79 To ensure that this represents real partnership – rather than the transference of risk – such international intermediaries should adhere to best practice in terms of financial partnership (by, for example, including core costs and capacity–building costs of local organisations in project budgets)80 and beyond (for example, including partners in media stories, ensuring that they do not compete with local partners for staff,81 and communicating in an effective and timely manner.)82

Further, a key consideration in the provision of financial support – direct or indirect – to civil society actors in many conflict–affected states is the challenge of negotiating sanctions and counter–terror legislation.83 As intermediaries, international humanitarian agencies spend increasing amounts of time navigating and negotiating this legislation.

**Key takeaways for the Transitional Committee:**

Assistance should be effective at meeting the actual needs of communities. Therefore, investing in understanding what communities want and need should be an integral component of any funding provided.

The Principles of Locally Led Adaptation could be explicitly applied to loss and damage. They offer a clear commitment to develop decentralised, local, and community–based mechanisms to identify and prioritise needs, as well as plan and implement action; they also provide a significant role for national and local entities to identify needs and coordinate local activities in addition to directly accessing finance.
Adapting the Principles for emergency contexts will be necessary. The loss and damage fund should have a clear and prioritised mechanism to transfer funds directly to local organisations and to invest in their capacities for action. The fund might also support – where necessary, and particularly in fragile and conflict affected contexts – indirect financing via intermediary organisations. This needs to be done carefully, in ways that genuinely support local organisations, and do not just transfer risk. Where intermediary organisations are selected to receive funding, they should be accountable for:

- budgeting for and passing on the core costs of local organisations;
- investing in building the capacities and sustainability of the organisations they work with;
- using agreed, common, and transparent accounting and reporting standards; and
- supporting partners in non-financial ways, according to the 2007 Principles of Partnership.\(^84\)

The fund should also consider, with the advice of humanitarian donors and organisations, how to legally facilitate financial transfers to areas affected by counter-terror legislation.

### 4.6 Addressing situations where climate, conflict, migration, and other shocks interact

**Key issue for loss and damage:** There are many contexts where the impacts of conflict and fragility are interwoven with those of climate change. The links with climate change may not always be direct or clear, but where climate change has contributed to loss and damage, those affected in these contexts should be eligible for loss and damage funding.

**Lessons from humanitarian action:** Many of the people supported by humanitarian action face intersecting risks of climate vulnerability, conflict, displacement, and other shocks (see Figure 4). These various drivers of crisis often combine to make the situation much worse: increasing impacts, lowering resilience, and frustrating efforts to provide the longer-term support needed for recovery.

In these circumstances, it is often challenging to identify the specific role of climate change in causing loss and damage. There will be some situations where it is relatively straightforward to identify loss and damage associated with the adverse effects of climate change – this might be, for example, where rapid-onset events\(^85\) such as cyclones have caused loss of life, damage to livelihoods, displacement, etc. But humanitarian experience is that in situations of conflict or fragility, it is often impossible to draw a line between conflict and climate-related impacts – to say that these particular people are affected by and need assistance due to climate change and these others due to conflict. These shocks, and others, are not experienced as distinct but work together to increase vulnerability.
For example, many displaced people are making decisions to move on the basis of multiple stresses, such as climate–related erosion of their livelihoods combined with insecurity and violence; climate change has undoubtedly contributed to loss and damage, even if it has not fully caused it. Even more complex is the situation where the pressures of climate change contribute to new episodes of insecurity and conflict, which in turn lead to further losses and damages to individuals, communities, and societies involved. Here the contribution of climate change to loss and damage is powerful, but indirect.

**Key takeaways for the Transitional Committee:** Given the reality of the complex interplay between climate change, conflict, fragility, economic shocks, and displacement in many parts of the world, humanitarian experience suggests that funding should not be restricted to situations which can be attributed exclusively to climate change, but should be open to situations where climate change has made a significant contribution to loss and damage. The recognition that the Transitional Committee is mandated to consider funding for loss and damage ‘associated’ with climate change seems particularly important in this respect.

### 4.7 Developing flexible funding with limited restrictions that responds best to the breadth of needs

**Key issue for loss and damage:** There is a wide range of loss and damage impacts, and a continuum of action to address those impacts. There is not always clarity on the definitions of these actions (for example, when does ‘response’ become ‘early recovery’?; is anticipatory action part of minimising or addressing loss and damage?). This ambiguity, and the practical overlap between these activities, suggests the need for flexible funding that can meet needs by supporting a variety of activity ‘types’ over the longer term.
Lessons from humanitarian action: The humanitarian experience has been that overly tight restrictions on how funds can be used are counter–productive. For example:

- Limiting funding to short cycles (often around one year) prevents effective investment in resilience activities or reconstruction, leaving people more vulnerable to cyclic hazards.\(^9^9\)
- Releasing funding only once an event has happened leads to higher death tolls, increased vulnerabilities and higher overall costs.
- Donor allocation of funds to specific sectors (such as provision of food rather than cash assistance) works against community engagement in response and meeting priority needs as expressed by communities.\(^9^0\)

Many of the most important – and difficult – changes in the humanitarian sector over the last decade have aimed at loosening the limits on humanitarian funding to allow for more flexible responses that better meet the complex and evolving needs of areas and communities affected by disasters. The OECD DAC has recommended that donors open humanitarian funding to address a broader range of activities.\(^9^1\) The push for multi–year funding as opposed to annual funding\(^9^2\) has opened possibilities for programming to meet longer term needs in contexts of repeating natural hazards. UN emergency appeals now typically include elements to build the resilience of populations to future disasters, as well as to save lives in current disasters.

All of these changes represent a long and often difficult process to make overly rigid funding conditions more flexible in order to better address needs on the ground. In designing the loss and damage fund, it will be worth considering how to build the necessary flexibility in from the outset.

Key takeaways for the Transitional Committee: These lessons from the humanitarian system suggest that:

- It is important that funding is designed to focus on objectives (such as saving lives, protecting livelihoods, decreasing disease morbidity, etc.) rather than to rigidly define the specific types of activity, or duration of activity, that are allowed under these objectives.
- It may be best to address loss and damage at the early stages of a hazard event, rather than waiting for a full accounting of the damage done.
- It will be important to ensure that people and communities can address the losses and damages that matter most to them.
- It may be necessary to establish flexible time frames for funding, which can encompass both short– and longer–term activities.

All of this suggests that a broad perspective should be taken to the consideration of loss and damage actions and funding. Specific aspects – such as slow–onset events, non–economic loss and damage, or migration – should not be funded in isolation because they are intricately connected to other aspects. Creating narrow funding windows between different types of loss and damage action will reduce efficiency and will mean that the needs of disaster–affected communities will not be fully met. Instead, a flexible, long–term approach to funding should be developed.

4.8 Coordinating effectively with broader sources of funding to fill gaps and prevent duplication

Key issue for loss and damage: Funding to address loss and damage should not act in isolation from funding for other aspects of loss and damage, nor from broader funding arrangements and approaches, as experience shows that this results in gaps of support to affected people.
Lessons from humanitarian action: Humanitarian work in addressing natural hazards has, for decades, been frustrated by the poor alignment between humanitarian and development funding. This has led to significant gaps in areas such as resilience, disaster preparedness, early warning, and reconstruction, which are not properly funded by either development or humanitarian finance, and to a lack of clarity on how response activities can best support preparedness and longer-term development. This division between funding ‘silos’ and their related activities is by no means unique to the humanitarian–development continuum, occurring also between development and climate financing. Nor is it exclusively a problem for humanitarian organisations – it also occurs in governmental and many intergovernmental structures.

Having rigidly separated the silos of humanitarian, development, and peace activity, international actors have in the last decade been working hard to bring them back together. These attempts, known as the ‘nexus’, provide important lessons which can hopefully be designed into a new fund, rather than having to be retrofitted later.

Key lessons from the nexus which might inform the design of the loss and damage fund and funding mechanisms are:

- **The structures of organisations at all levels – donor, state, and international organisations – play an important role in either fragmenting or harmonising different funding streams and activities. Cross-functional teams who consider the related elements of climate, humanitarian response, peace, and development have been important in overcoming fragmented and siloed approaches.**

- **Country-level pooled funding** has encouraged effective cross-sectoral working, based on the local context and priorities.

- **Effective joined-up planning** can be supported by **common analyses** involving the various actors. It is also useful for interdisciplinary teams to develop **common outcomes** for interventions, towards which all funding streams and activities are contributing.

- **Coordination** across departments and actors is critical. Donor funding of coordination staff and bodies has been an important element in the success of nexus approaches. Where government coordination structures are not available or require significant support, UN structures (UN Country Teams/Humanitarian Country Teams) have been relatively effective in coordinating nexus-related activities. Using these existing structures prevents the creation of new (potentially duplicative) coordination fora and decreases ‘coordination fatigue.’ However, if UN structures are used, it is important that they reach beyond the UN, particularly in terms of engaging with governments, civil society, and multilateral finance institutions.

- **Local– as well as national–level engagement** in planning and coordination is important. In a number of cases, ambitious plans designed in the capital have not been implemented on the ground, because there was insufficient engagement with the actors who were expected to carry them out.

**Key takeaways for the Transitional Committee:** Effective coordination, coherence and synergy with other areas of international cooperation – disaster risk management, climate mitigation and adaptation, development, humanitarian, and peace – is necessary to avoid gaps in support to those impacted by climate change; it requires attention and resources and should be ‘designed in’ to loss and damage funding arrangements from the outset. This should include cross-functional teams, joint analyses, planning and outcomes, effective coordination (which may need to be funded), and local– as well as national–level engagement.
5. Conclusion and recommendations

While there are significant differences between humanitarian action and activities to address loss and damage, there are areas of overlap. As the promise of loss and damage financing is fulfilled, humanitarian actors and those with expertise in other aspects of loss and damage can expect to work together at multiple levels – in communities, governments, and international organisations. This will require, and hopefully encourage, new types of activity and new ways of working, which seek to transcend institutional and disciplinary silos. The humanitarian sector will need to contribute constructively and be prepared to make changes to its own structures and processes.

As the Transitional Committee members take on the formidable task of deciding how to operationalise the loss and damage funds and funding arrangements, this paper attempts to make an initial constructive contribution, outlining how experiences from international humanitarian action leads to a number of recommendations for their consideration.

1. **Humanitarian funding is insufficient to address rising loss and damage; new and additional funding is required.**

While there are existing funding arrangements for the humanitarian sector, there are major gaps in international humanitarian funding: UN–coordinated appeals are, on average, only 60% funded. Humanitarian funding cannot be relied upon to address losses and damages. Rather, new and additional sources of funding are required to meet existing shortfalls in response funding; to address important gaps in areas such as preparedness, resilience, and reconstruction; and to address the significant areas under loss and damage where humanitarians do not work, including slow-onset events and cultural and environmental loss and damage. Simple relabelling of humanitarian funding as loss and damage funding by donors/contributors cannot be the solution – new sources of funding must be found.

2. **New and additional funding must be predictable, adequate, and prioritised.**

Humanitarian funding is discretionary with only a few donors providing most of the funding, leading to limitations in its ability to be sustainable, predictable, widely accessible, and adequate. New **loss and damage funding must have a different basis than humanitarian funding**, otherwise it will face the same funding challenges. Loss and damage finance should be based on UNFCCC principles of common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capacities, and one option would be to base it on obligatory assessed contributions. Further, there is no agreed–upon process to prioritise where humanitarian funding is channelled so funding is uneven; the loss and damage fund should take a **coherent and transparent approach and be designed around clear criteria to allow the prioritisation of scarce resources**, allowing tracking of the finance provided to ensure transparency and accountability under the UNFCCC and Paris Agreement.

3. **Loss and damage funding should be designed for speed.**

Getting funding swiftly to those in need is critical to reducing suffering and long–term impacts, but it is not straightforward. The **international humanitarian sector has developed a range of practices over many years to support a swift response** that the Transitional Committee should consider. These include: specific funding mechanisms (such as existing pooled funds); systems and processes (such as surge personnel and the humanitarian clusters); and approaches (such as cash and anticipatory action) to ensure funding is delivered to those in need in as timely a way as possible.

4. **There is a need to address delivery challenges associated with highly fragile and conflict–affected states.**
Highly fragile and conflict-affected states have limited capacity to address loss and damage without external assistance, and struggle to access existing climate funding mechanisms. These states – and the affected communities within them – are effectively marginalised because they are ‘too difficult’ to support. Mechanisms should be developed to ensure that loss and damage funding can be operationalised in highly fragile and conflict-affected states. Humanitarian experience in financing activities in these states points to the importance of designing funding approaches that are, inter alia, tolerant of risk, open to a variety of actors beyond a single government ministry or body, and aware of the dangers of increasing conflict. Given the complexity of these issues, the Transitional Committee may wish to institute a specific taskforce or workstream to consider how funds can best be accessed in particularly fragile and conflict-affected contexts.

5. A locally-led approach is essential for ensuring action and support benefits last-mile communities.

Humanitarian experience underlines the importance of making funding accessible to local actors – both civil society organisations and local government – if it is to be based on real needs and reach last-mile communities. The fund should be designed to be accessible to these organisations, potentially through adopting the Principles for Locally Led Adaptation. In fragile and conflict-affected contexts, this needs to be done carefully, in ways that genuinely support local organisations, and do not just transfer risk. The fund should also consider how to legally facilitate financial transfers to areas affected by counter-terror legislation.

6. Loss and damage funding should be available where climate, fragility, migration, conflict, and other shocks interact.

In many parts of the world, there is a complex interplay between climate change, conflict, fragility, economic shocks, and displacement. Thus, funding should not be restricted to situations where climate change is the only factor driving loss and damage, but funding should be possible in situations where climate change has made a significant contribution to loss and damage. The recognition that the Transitional Committee is mandated to consider funding for loss and damage ‘associated’ with climate change seems particularly important in this respect.

7. Flexible funding with limited restrictions responds best to broad and interconnected needs.

Humanitarian experience demonstrates that tightly restricting funding to certain types of action or to specific time frames can be counter–productive. The loss and damage fund should be designed to focus on specific agreed outcomes, rather than on particular types of programmes. This suggests that specific aspects of loss and damage – such as slow–onset events, non–economic loss and damage, or migration – should not be funded in isolation because they are intricately connected to other aspects. Creating narrow funding windows for different types of loss and damage action will reduce efficiency and will mean that the needs of disaster–affected communities will not be fully met. Instead, a flexible, long–term approach to funding should be developed.

8. A coherent, coordinated, cross–cutting approach is needed at all levels.

Loss and damage funding, like humanitarian funding, does not exist in a vacuum. An effective approach to loss and damage will require the fund and funding arrangements to coordinate effectively with other areas of international cooperation such as disaster risk management, climate mitigation and adaptation, development, humanitarian, and peace. Humanitarian experience suggests that coordination, coherence, and synergy require attention and resources and should be ‘designed in’ to loss and damage funding arrangements from the outset. The design of the fund’s structure and processes should seek to ensure complementary action at all levels – contributor, fund, and recipient. It should also ensure that actions are well–
coordinated with other activities at the country level (particularly in developing common outcomes and conducting common assessments); and that coordination activities extend beyond the capital to ensure that operational actors are involved.
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The Zurich Flood Resilience Alliance is a multi-sectoral partnership which brings together community programmes, new research, shared knowledge, and evidence-based influencing to build community flood resilience in developed and developing countries.

We help people measure their resilience to floods and identify appropriate solutions before disaster strikes. Our vision is that floods should have no negative impact on people’s ability to thrive. To achieve this, we are working to increase funding for flood resilience; strengthen global, national and subnational policies; and improve flood resilience practice.

Find out more: www.floodresilience.net
Follow us: @floodalliance